G-FLOOR® ALL PURPOSE ROLL-OUT FLOORING

G-Floor® Roll-out Flooring by Better Life Technology is a signature line of high-quality polyvinyl flooring. It is purposefully designed for easy installation and maintenance that is perfect for both residential and commercial applications. Made in the USA of 100% polyvinyl G-Floor is available in a variety of surface textures, colors and sizes. This waterproof flooring can be used to cover old stained floors or to prevent future damage to the subfloor. G-Floor is easy to install; just roll out and trim if needed. Full wall-to-wall installation has never been easier! Once installed, G-Floor adds the perfect layer of protection against everyday accidents. It is resistant to common chemicals, leaving you worry-free. For easy cleanup use a damp mop, mild detergent, or vinyl floor cleaner for a deeper clean. G-Floor Roll-out Flooring expands far beyond garage and attractively covers the floors of retail locations, transit lines, office building and home rooms – quite literally, any area where you want to add life to your existing subfloor.

- HIGH QUALITY 100% ULTRA DURABLE POLYVINYL
- EASY TO INSTALL - DIY TRIM & FIT
- WATERPROOF, SLIP RESISTANT AND FLAME RETARDANT
- NO ADHESIVE NECESSARY— (RECOMMENDED IN SOME APPLICATIONS)
- PREVENTS CONCRETE DETERIORATION & CONTAMINATION
- CUSHIONS FOR ANTI-FATIGUE COMFORT
- WITHSTANDS TEMPERATURE CHANGES
- NON-POROUS SURFACE MAKES FOR QUICK AND EASY CLEANUP
- GREAT FOR USE IN GARAGE, UTILITY ROOM, OFFICE, TRAILERS, LAUNDRY, HOME GYM OR ANYWHERE
- RESISTANT TO OIL, BATTERY ACID, BRAKE FLUID, MUD, SALT, ANTIFREEZE & OTHER COMMON CHEMICALS
- BETTER LIFE TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
The Small Coin G-Floor Mat provides excellent slip resistance and traction. Aside from the coin size, the biggest difference between the Small Coin and our Large Coin is the surface texture. The Small Coin has a rough surface, while the Large Coin is smooth.

This low-profile small coin pattern features raised, textured circles on a staggered grid that are 0.75in in diameter with a 0.025in relief, spaced 0.125in apart.

**G-FLOOR® SMALL COIN**

Flooring Type: Roll-Out  
Gloss Level: Matte  
Size: 5ft x 10ft, 7ft 6in x 17ft, 8ft 6in x 22ft, 10ft x 24ft, custom lengths available  
Wear Layer: 60mil (0.060")  
Base Thickness: 60mil (0.060")  
Composition: 100% Polyvinyl  
Installation Method: Float/Glue  
Installation Grade: Above, On, Below
The Large Coin G-Floor Mat creates traction with slightly-raised coins that work as small grips for slip resistance. This product is great in the garage, workspaces, and commercial environments.

This low-profile coin pattern features raised circles that are 1.25in in diameter with a 0.030in relief, spaced 0.25in apart.

**G-FLOOR® LARGE COIN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flooring Type:</th>
<th>Roll-Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gloss Level:</td>
<td>Matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size:</td>
<td>5ft x 10ft, 7ft 6in x 17ft, 8ft 6in x 22ft, 10ft x 24ft, custom lengths available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear Layer:</td>
<td>125 mil (0.125&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Thickness:</td>
<td>75 mil (0.075&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition:</td>
<td>100% Polyvinyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation Method:</td>
<td>Float/Glue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation Grade:</td>
<td>Above, On, Below</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Colors:
- **MIDNIGHT BLACK**
- **SANDSTONE**
- **SLATE GREY**
Diamond Tread G-Floor Mat offers a rugged and industrial look that provides strong traction for a slip-resistant surface. Use as a parking pad for your vehicle or install multiple rolls for wall-to-wall coverage. Upgrade your garage, man-cave, utility room, and more with G-Floor Diamond Tread.

Diamond Tread is a rugged texture made of standardized diamonds, which are 1.125in in length and 0.625in apart with a 0.030in relief, aligned diagonally in a 180° alternating pattern.

**G-FLOOR® DIAMOND TREAD**

- **Flooring Type:** Roll-Out
- **Gloss Level:** Matte
- **Size:** 5ft x 10ft, 7ft 6in x 17ft, 8ft 6in x 22ft, 10ft x 24ft, custom lengths available
- **Wear Layer:** 135 mil (0.135")
- **Base Thickness:** 75 mil (0.075")
- **Composition:** 100% Polyvinyl
- **Installation Method:** Float/Glue
- **Installation Grade:** Above, On, Below

**MIDNIGHT BLACK**  **SANDSTONE**  **SLATE GREY**
The Levant G-Floor Mat creates an upscale look and provides traction for a slip-resistant surface. The surface is lightly textured and has a look often compared to leather. The Levant G-Floor option leaves your floors with a clean, classic look and durability that lasts for years to come.

Flooring Type: Roll-Out
Gloss Level: Matte
Size: 5ft x 10ft, 7ft 6in x 17ft, 8ft 6in x 22ft, 10ft x 24ft, custom lengths available
Wear Layer: 55 mil (0.055")
Base Thickness: 55 mil (0.055”)
Composition: 100% Polyvinyl
Installation Method: Float/Glue
Installation Grade: Above, On, Below
The Ribbed G-Floor Mat is an excellent option for workspaces and garages where spills and liquids are prevalent. The ribbed pattern catches oil, mud, battery acid, water, and other materials for an easier cleanup.

The raised ridges in the ribbed surface texture are 0.125in wide, 0.030in tall and spaced 0.375in apart.

**Flooring Type:** Roll-Out

**Gloss Level:** Matte

**Size:**
- 5ft x 10ft
- 7ft 6in x 17ft
- 8ft 6in x 22ft
- 10ft x 24ft
- Custom lengths available

**Wear Layer:** 117.5 mil (0.1175")

**Base Thickness:** 55 mil (0.055")

**Composition:** 100% Polyvinyl

**Installation Method:** Float/Glue

**Installation Grade:** Above, On, Below
G-FLOOR® TRAILER FLOORING

G-Floor® Trailer Flooring by Better Life was engineered for use by recreational enthusiasts, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), business owners and fleet managers. Our trailer flooring is ideal for RVs, trailers, modular spaces, bus, rail lines, and many other mobile units. The Trailer Flooring differentiates itself from the original G-Floor flooring with its polyester spun-bound felt backing that promotes improved adhesion, adds a layer of cushion, and better addresses contraction and expansion issues associated with other flooring products. The G-Floor® Trailer Flooring offers an exceptional value by combining affordability with durability and performance. G-Floor is solid, one-piece construction, promoting lasting beauty and protection. G-Floor is easy to install; just roll out and trim if needed. Once installed, your G-Floor adds the perfect layer of protection against everyday accidents. It is resistant to common chemicals, leaving you worry-free and ready for transit.

- HIGH QUALITY 100% ULTRA DURABLE POLYVINYL
- EASY TO INSTALL - DIY TRIM & FIT
- WATERPROOF, SLIP RESISTANT AND FLAME RETARDANT
- NO ADHESIVE NECESSARY→ (RECOMMENDED IN SOME APPLICATIONS)
- PREVENTS CONCRETE DETERIORATION & CONTAMINATION
- CUSHIONS FOR ANTI-FATIGUE COMFORT
- WITHSTANDS TEMPERATURE CHANGES
- NON-POROUS SURFACE MAKES FOR QUICK AND EASY CLEANUP
- GREAT FOR USE IN RVs, TRAILERS, HAULERS, BUS AND RAIL LINES, MODULAR UNITS AND ANY OTHER MOBILE/TRANSIT AREAS
- RESISTANT TO OIL, BATTERY ACID, BRAKE FLUID, MUD, SALT, ANTIFREEZE & OTHER COMMON CHEMICALS
- BETTER LIFE TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
The G-Floor® Small Coin for Transit is equipped with our revolutionary, cushioned, spun bound backer that grabs glue tight for ease in permanent installation. The product also minimizes contraction and expansion associated with other flooring products.

Aside from the coin size, the major difference between the Small Coin and Large Coin mat is the surface texture. The Small Coin has a rough surface, while the Large Coin is smooth.

This low-profile small coin pattern features raised, textured circles on a staggered grid that are 0.75in in diameter with a 0.025in relief, spaced 0.125in apart.

**G-FLOOR® SMALL COIN**

Flooring Type: Roll-Out
Gloss Level: Matte
Size: 8ft 6in x 100ft
Wear Layer: 60mil (0.060")
Base Thickness: 60mil (0.060")
Composition: 100% Polyvinyl with spunbound felt backing
Installation Method: Float/Glue

**SLATE GREY**

**MIDNIGHT BLACK**
The G-Floor® Large Coin for Transit is equipped with our revolutionary, cushioned spun bound felt backer that grabs glue tight for ease in permanent installation. The product also minimizes contraction and expansion associated with other flooring products.

The Large Coin G-Floor Mat creates traction with a slightly-raised, smooth surface for slip resistance. The Large Coin pattern is great for use in workspaces, buses, railcars and other transit units which are prone to exposure from outside elements.

This low-profile Coin pattern features raised circles that are 1.25in in diameter with a 0.030in relief, spaced 0.25in apart.

**G-FLOOR® LARGE COIN**

- Flooring Type: Roll-Out
- Gloss Level: Matte
- Size: 8ft 6in x 100ft
- Wear Layer: 125mil (0.125”)
- Base Thickness: 75mil (0.075”)
- Composition: 100% Polyvinyl with spunbound felt backing
- Installation Method: Float/Glue

**Colors:**
- MIDNIGHT BLACK
- SLATE GREY
G-FLOOR® DIAMOND TREAD

G-Floor® Diamond Tread Texture for Transit is equipped with our revolutionary, cushioned spun bound backer that grabs glue tight for ease of permanent installation. It also minimizes contraction and expansion often associated with other flooring products.

With its rugged and industrial look, Diamond Tread provides a strong traction and a slip resistant surface. This long-lasting vinyl offers superior protection from excessive use, spills and common debris tracked in from outdoors.

Diamond Tread texture is made up of standardized diamonds, which are 1.125in in length and 0.625in apart with a 0.030in relief, aligned diagonally in a 180° alternating pattern.

Flooring Type: Roll-Out
Gloss Level: Matte
Size: 8ft 6in x 100ft
Wear Layer: 135mil (0.135")
Base Thickness: 75mil (0.075")
Composition: 100% Polyvinyl with spunbound felt backing
Installation Method: Float/Glue

MIDNIGHT BLACK  SLATE GREY
TRUCONTAIN™ CONTAINMENT MATS

This containment mat is not your typical lightweight mat with snap-on edges. The TruContain™ garage containment mats are heavy-duty mats that require no assembly and are made to protect your garage floor. TruContain™ is made with a higher quality and heavier fabric than our nearest competitor. TruContain™ contains a heat welded fabric with built-in edges. Please note all sizes are approximate and may vary slightly. The same material used by the trucking industry is now available for use in your own garage.

Rochester R | Submitted 24 Jan 2018
Verified Customer

5.0
OVERALL

“Well-packaged, easy to put in place. Like the integral bumpers. I think this will last longer than other mats I have used in the past.”

Recommend this Company: 5.0
Would Buy Again: 5.0
Price: 5.0
Product Satisfaction: 5.0
Delivery Time: 5.0
Making messes is fun - but cleaning up dirt, mud, or snow that you tracked in from the garage is not. TruContain™ makes life easier: You go play and we’ll contain the mess. Our containment mats contain snow, mud, and other debris in a central area under your vehicle for simple clean up later. This mat is heavy, durable, and comes with a Ripped Mat Replacement Program.

The TruContain™ containment mat from All Weather Floors took our favorite features from our favorite containment mats and combined them into one high end containment mat. The 1.18” edges are combined with fabric to create a total edge thickness of approximately 1.25”. All measurements are approximate and based on pre-rolled measurements. For an even heavier mat, we also have our line of TruContain™ HD mats available, which will outperform our TruContain™ mats in some of the toughest environments.

Visit our website www.garageflooringllc.com to find what size mat is best for your car.
Our TrueLock® HD tiles are built to last and created with 100% pure high-impact polypropylene. We believe in quality and affordability. Therefore, we refuse to sell cheap, poorly made tiles. These tiles pass tough industry tests and look great while being sold to at a price that won’t break the bank. From start to finish, the TrueLock® HD tiles are designed and manufactured at an ISO quality-certified facility in the United States.

With these tiles, you’re in charge. TrueLock® HD tiles are combinable with other TrueLock® HD tiles for maximum design options.
Our TrueLock® HD Diamond tiles have pleased customers time and time again. From Eric, who “loves how it looks!” to David, who was “very pleased with the quality of the product,” our tiles have proven themselves in both beauty and quality. The product is made in the USA, proven to be fungus, mold, and mildew resistant, and have asserted their strength by passing some of the toughest crush and compression tests in the industry. Each of our HD Diamond tiles measures 12” x 12” x 1/2” thick. At a price that is just pennies more than its cheaper, lower quality counterpart from China and a 10-year defect warranty; these tiles are a great deal!
We could brag about our HD tiles all day. First, take it from our customer Paul who feels his garage “turned out great!” Our TrueLock HD Coin tiles are simple to install. We love them because they can transform the look of a garage in just a few hours. Our TrueLock HD Coin tiles are great for a working person’s garage. Creepers, rolling toolboxes, rolling seats, and more can easily roll over this tile.

These tiles are quality tiles that have tested and passed to work in accordance with ASTM D 3998 (holding up to compression vs crush) and ASTM G 21 (Fungus Resistant). Each of our HD coin tiles measures 12” x 12” x 1/2” thick. These tiles have been brought down from $3.49 a tile to a sale price of $2.49 a tile to bring you a high-quality tile at a great price.
The TrueLock® HD Ribbed garage floor tiles are affordable, incredibly easy to clean, and they leave you with a dry, safe surface for walking on. Our flow through tile is manufactured by the leading brand to the same exact specs and quality as their national brand. The difference is in the savings to you!

Through our incredible buying power we are able to bring you a tile that retails for $3.96/sq. ft. and put it on sale for $2.69. NO COUPONS OR PROMOTIONS APPLY.
You asked for a diamond plate tile that looked like a real diamond, so we created one. We took the real look of a diamond plate, adjusted the profile ever so slightly and we created the perfect diamond garage floor tile. The Diamond Plate tile provides the wow factor you want in a garage floor while having a low profile to allow rolling over it. While this is not the tile for you if your on a creeper all the time, it’s just fine for rolling creepers and toolboxes. This tile can be interlocked with our HD Ribbed for drainage or carpet tiles.

The Truelock HDXT Tiles live up to their “Extreme” namesake in the three most important areas: price, function, and appearance. With over a decade of experience and research in the industry, we created a tile with the same scientific and engineering technology behind the leading tiles in the industry and combined that with the pattern our customers asked for at a price they could afford.
You talked, we listened, and then we delivered perhaps the best tile the garage flooring industry has seen. We took the science and engineering behind the undisputed leading garage floor tiles and merged it with a highly functional small coin pattern with outstanding traction. The HDXT Small Coin is lightly textured, making the coin pattern ‘pop’ just a little more while improving traction.

We like this tile because it’s a working person’s best friend; small wheels can roll across the surface – no problem. Because the small coins, by nature, are closer together, there is more pattern per tile and therefore the tile is even more durable. The light texture maintains an easy to clean surface while increasing traction underfoot. These tiles have proven themselves in both strength and fungus resistance and can be interlocked with the HD Ribbed tiles for maximum efficiency.
The AWF Water-Based Epoxy is a simple, odorless, high solids water-based epoxy. This product makes application easier with a 4-hour window to work with the product, in comparison with our traditional DIY epoxy that has a 20-40-minute pot life. The AWF Water-Based Epoxy uses water instead of solvents, making the application process odorless and easy to clean up afterward.

Brake Fluid, Motor Oil, or Gasoline is not a problem for this epoxy. The AWF Water Based Epoxy is resistant to most of the common chemicals found in the garage. We love this product because it is simple and affordable— but not cheap. This high quality product won’t break the bank, protects your floor, and looks great while doing it.

After applying AWF Water-Based Epoxy, Luke, one of our customers told us, “I am very pleased with how the floor turned out. It looks great.”
Our premium Polyurea Garage Floor Coating from All Weather Floors combines favorite qualities from other products into one outstanding garage floor coating option. Unlimited pot life, one-day installation (in many cases), and the use of a single component to create a strong and durable finished surface are just a few of the reasons our customer will love this new coating product.

The Polyurea is a DIY product that has the look of a 2K Coating system, without requiring the customer to rush through the application. In comparison to other single-component systems, the polyurea dries thicker, promoting better performance. Polyurea is competitive with 2K systems because it’s thick, durable, impervious to hot tire lifting and has outstanding chemical resistance, however, it has a more simple application process. After our customer Dudley applied the product, he told us: “Preparation and Application of the AWF product was fairly straight forward. This was the first time I had ever coated a garage floor and was very impressed with the result achieved.”
DIY GARAGE FLOOR EPOXY KITS

So, you love the look of epoxy - but you are no flooring expert. Our DIY epoxy kits take out all the guesswork by giving you what you need for an epoxy system you’ll love. We have over a decade of experience in the industry. We have utilized our experience to build a garage floor epoxy kit that will give you the best chance for success. Our high-solids epoxy kits are more forgiving than a 100% solids epoxy system, making it easier for the DIY customer to apply.
100% SOLIDS COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL GRADE FLOOR EPOXY KITS

This is not your big-box store garage floor epoxy. This is a high end, 100% solids epoxy that is ideal for commercial and industrial concrete floors as well as high-end garage floor coating systems. Many of our DIY customers prefer the high solids kits as they are easier to install and more forgiving. But if you want the ultimate in high build systems and have experience working with 100% solids epoxy, this system is the cream of the crop!
GHOSTSHIELD® SILOXA-TEK 8510 OIL REPELLENT SEALER

You pull your classic car into the driveway of your new home. The home is everything you have dreamed of and complete with spotless concrete. You pull your car out the next day to find a big ugly oil spot. Your dream turns into a nightmare - the water repellant you applied did nothing! Fortunately, with GhostShield® 8510, this is preventable. Ghostshield® 8510 is proven to withstand automotive chemicals. Ghost Shield resists mold and mildew growth, repels water, oil and other automotive fluids, protecting your floor and your dreams.

- MANUFACTURER PROVIDES LIMITED 100 YEAR WARRANTY
- APPROPRIATE FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS
110% PRICE MATCH GUARANTEE
Our low-price guarantee is simple. We guarantee the lowest delivered price for the same product or we will match the lower advertised price by and discount it by 10% of the difference. We will need a link to the competitor site. We cannot match auction sites, clearance items, or sites that charge for membership. We do not offer a price match guarantee on G-Floor products that ship freight because of the shipping costs involved in properly shipping the product. The difference in price must be calculated using the totals; including shipping & sales tax.

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
The money-back guarantee is not a substitution for the manufacturer’s warranty. If there is a problem with the product, we will work with you and the manufacturer to get it fixed at no cost to you. If we ship the wrong product - we will pick it up and ship the right product at no cost to you.

FREE SHIPPING
Garage Flooring LLC has no minimum order. Every order shipped to the contiguous United States ships on the original order free of charge. How can we afford to do this? Sometimes we can’t! The bottom line is we hate surprises when we checkout, so we want to make sure you don’t have any.

4.8 OVERALL SATISFACTION RATING

A+ BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU® RATING